CHARACTER AREA 16
CA16: Grantham Industrial estates and sites
(various sites)

Context (including topography and views)

Sub-area CA16a is to the north-east edge of the
town study area and borders onto the residential
suburbs of character area CA07, with open
Summary
countryside to the east and the Registered Park
This character area comprises a series of
and Garden of Belton Park to the north. Sub-area
disaggregated sub-areas which make up the
industrial estates and individual factory complexes CA16b is to the west side of Gonerby Road with the
edge of the residential areas of CA06 to the east,
distributed within and to the edges of the town
and the landscape sub-area CA17b to the west (to
study area. They are generally characterized by
the other side of the railway line). Sub-areas CA16c
highly functional and utilitarian buildings on a
large scale. Most of these sub-areas are adjacent and CA16d are bordered to the east by CA10 and
to the west by the A1 transport corridor forming
to residential character areas although they
part of the western edge of the town study area.
are generally well-screened and inward facing.
Sub-areas 16e and 16f are to the south of the town
Development is generally at a very coarse grain
centre and immediately adjacent to the railway line
and access and connectivity to these sites is
which forms their western boundaries. The latter
usually very limited.
presently forms the southern extent of developed
Grantham.

Figure 8.16.01 CA16

Generally, with the exception of CA16a, most
industrial sites are on level ground. There are good
views out to green tree-lined ridges from CA16a
and the elevated position and orientation of the
buildings to CA16e provides good channelled
views towards the town with particular emphasis on
the stone tower of St John’s church (CA03) and St
Wulfram’s spire.

Figure 8.16.02; Industrial sites are often screened by
trees to CA16
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Figure 8.16.03; The typical palette of materials to industrial buildings within the character areas – profiled metal often used for walls and roof
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Figure 8.16.04; Figure
Ground and sub-areas for
Character Area 16a
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Figure
8.16.05;
Townscape for
Character
Area 16a
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Figure 8.16.06; Figure
Ground and sub-areas for
Character Area 16b
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Figure
8.16.07;
Townscape for
Character
Area 16b
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Figure 8.16.08; Figure
Ground and sub-areas for
Character Area 16cd
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Figure
8.16.09;
Townscape for
Character
Area 16cd
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Figure 8.16.10;
Figure Ground
and sub-areas for
Character Area 16ef
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Figure 8.16.11;
Townscape for
Character Area 16ef
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Figure
8.16.12;
Figure
Ground
and subareas for
Character
Area 16g
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Figure
8.16.13;
Townscape for
Character
Area 16g
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Key characteristics

Scale:
Equivalent of two storey domestic buildings

Heritage assets:
No above ground heritage assets present

CA16a: Alma Park Industrial Estate

Uses:
Small scale manufacturing, storage, and
warehousing and distribution

Topography:
Level landform

Form/origins:
Purpose built post-war industrial estate
Heritage assets:
No above ground heritage assets present
Topography:
Steadily rising landform eastwards

Trees and greenspaces:
Some trees to property boundaries and strong tree
belts to north and east edges, some good open
greenspaces within grid

Plots:
Very large, irregular plots
Building lines:
Consistent to roadside
Materials:
Brick and steel frame, profile metal cladding to walls
and roofs

Plots:
Medium to large, irregular plots

Public realm:
Wide carriageways with pavements. Grass verges
and immature street trees			

Building lines:
Generally conforming to access roads and
consistent to groups

Access and connectivity:
Very limited due to the nature of the uses

Scale:
Equivalent to up to three storey domestic
buildings

CA16b: Moy Park factory and offices and out of
town retail units

Uses:
Food manufacturing and processing and out of town
type retail park

Materials:
Brick plinths, steel-framed buildings with profile
metal cladding often used for roofs in addition to
walls

Form/origins:
Purpose built factory complex with offices

Trees and greenspaces:
Some trees to boundaries, greenspace fronting
Gonerby Road
Public realm:
Entirely private access roads and parking courts but
good pedestrian connectivity within the sub-area
Access and connectivity:
Very limited due to the nature of the uses

Figure 8.16.14; Alma Park

Figure 8.16.15; Moy Park factory
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CA16c: Venture Way

Trees and greenspaces:
Some trees to roadside boundaries and strong tree
belt to A1, no greenspaces

Public realm:
Wide carriageways with landscaped boundaries and
some greenspace but no street trees or verges

Heritage assets:
No above ground heritage assets present

Public realm:
Private access roads, buildings largely set in car
park areas

Access and connectivity:
Very limited due to the nature of the uses – single
entry and exit access road

Topography:
Predominantly flat ground

Access and connectivity:
Very limited due to the nature of the uses

Form/origins:
Purpose built industrial estate

Plots:
Large and very large irregular plots
Building lines:
Irregular
Materials:
Brick, profile metal cladding and roofing
Scale:
Up to three storeys equivalent domestic building
Uses:
Storage, distribution and ancillary offices

CA16d: Ellesmere Business Park
Form/origins:
Purpose built post-war industrial estate
Heritage assets:
No above ground heritage assets present
Topography:
Land is gently sloping south towards Grantham
Canal
Plots:
Medium to large, irregular plots
Building lines:
Consistent to access routes
Materials:
Brick plinths, steel-framed buildings with profile
metal cladding to walls and roofs
Scale:
Generally equivalent to two storey domestic
buildings

Figure 8.16.16; Ellesmere Business Park

CA16e: Spring Gardens environs and retail park
to the west of South Parade
Form/origins:
Mix of former industrial buildings, some offices,
large retail sheds and supermarket
Heritage assets:
Survival of maltings buildings (of high local
significance) although heavily altered and converted
to offices and light industrial uses
Topography:
Gently sloping landform eastwards towards River
Witham
Plots:
Small, medium and large, irregular plots
Building lines:
Generally consistent to access roads and/or railway
line
Materials:
Much variation from brick and slate, to steel-framed
buildings with various cladding systems

Uses:
Mix of small scale industrial buildings, some utilities,
a hotel and purpose built offices

Scale:
Much variation to scale from single storey buildings
to large footprint sheds up to two and a half storey
equivalent domestic building height

Trees and greenspaces:
Some trees to boundaries and roadside
greenspaces

Uses:
Retail warehouses, supermarket, offices and utilities
buildings, and some small scale industrial units
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Trees and greenspaces:
Very limited tree cover and no greenspace other
than overgrown sites
Public realm:
Relatively narrow carriageway and no street trees of
grass verges
Access and connectivity:
Good connectivity to town centre and other areas
given its proximity to one of the principal routes to
and from the town
CA16f: Wordsworth Holdings
Form/origins:
Purpose built factory units

and riverside

backdrop to the west

Public realm:
Largely private site with open spaces for parking
and large vehicle movement 			

Public realm:
Wide carriageways with landscaped boundaries and
some greenspace, street trees and grass verges

Access and connectivity:
Very limited due to the nature of the uses

Access and connectivity:

CA16g: Tollemache Road (North) and Tollemach
Road (South) Spittlegate Level
Form/origins:
Purpose built post-war small scale industrial estate
Heritage assets:
No above ground heritage assets present

Heritage assets:
No above ground heritage assets present

Topography:
Land is gently rising to the west (away from the main
road)

Topography:
Flat, level ground throughout

Plots:
Mostly small and medium size, regular plots

Plots:
Large and very large, irregular plots

Building lines:
Consistent to access routes and B1174

Building lines:
Consistent to access roads and adjacent
development (CA03c)

Materials:
Brick plinths and walls, steel-framed buildings with
profile metal cladding to walls and roofs, much
structural glazing to car showrooms

Materials:
Steel-framed buildings with profile metal cladding to Scale:
walls and roofs
Generally equivalent to two storey domestic
Scale:
buildings
Equivalent to up to three storey domestic
Uses:
dwellings
Mix of small scale industrial buildings, commercial
Uses:
Large scale manufacturing and offices

and private garages, wholesale retail and car
showrooms

Trees and greenspaces:
Trees line boundaries, particularly to railway line

Trees and greenspaces:
Some street trees to grass verges and providing a
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Very limited due to the nature of the uses – single
entry and exit access roads

Figure 8.16.17; Lincolnshire Police Headquarters, one of the more striking and memorable buildings to CA16
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Figure 8.16.18; Colour palette
CA16

Overview of character area CA16
Grain/density/plot coverage
Streets and roads are generally laid out on
informal grids. Buildings sit in large plots but their
setting is often defined by parking, either cars or
larger vehicles; often articulated lorries and their
containers. To CA16a there is more consistency to
building lines and a generally denser and in some
places finer grain of development, despite the large
scale and footprint of units. To sub-area CA16d
the route of the principal access road has created
a skewed grid which has led to an uncomfortable
relationship of some buildings to the roadside.
Scale
The height of the built form varies but is often
equivalent to a two to two and a half storey
domestic building. The massing, bulk and relentless
use of a single material component make them
appear larger.
The built form to all character areas is on a large
scale. The massing of the units is broken up in
places by the use of low pitched roofs expressed at
the gables to the roadside. Single span steel-framed
buildings comprise terraced units, although this
subtlety is often lost and the buildings are perceived
as large and repetitive.

There is also a retail food store to CA16e which of
all the industrial scaled areas is more retail led than
pure industrial non sale uses.
Sub-area CA16b comprises entirely the food
processing complex of Moy Park.
Building types
The built form is highly functional reflecting the
type of office, manufacturing and storage uses the
buildings perform. Most buildings are open plan
steel-framed sheds with cladding. There is some
architectural and material quality to the customer
orientated sections of the buildings (particularly to
the car showrooms of CA16g) but vast areas are
given over to blank facades and the repetitive use of
a single cladding material.
A former malt house is a rare survival to CA16e and
is now converted to offices and workshops.
A retail foodstore and food processing plant are
highly specialised building types which can be found
in this character area.
Architectural qualities

Uses
The sub-areas define different uses. They range
from small, medium and large scale warehouse
storage and distribution (CA16c in particular) to
small and medium business units (parts of CA16e
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and parts of CA16a), small, medium and large
scale manufacturing (CA16f) and retail warehousing
(CA16e). Car showrooms and garage services
dominate sub-area CA16g. Building complexes are
often mixed use (for example storage with ancillary
offices).
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There is architectural integrity to some of the units,
with some structural glazing used in retail units
and some attention paid to the sense of arrival
and entrance, but most are utilitarian and highly
functional with limited variation in materials and

Figure 8.16.19; There is generally a very simple and often standard palette of materials across the
industrial estates. The use of brick, structural or curtain glazing and colour generally is welcome

often dead frontages to the main routeways through
estates.
The former malt house has considerable
architectural integrity for a utilitarian building. Its
massing and bulk is relieved by the use of recessed
arched bays incorporating window openings and
cambered window openings throughout setting up
an attractive rhythm to the facades.

Materials and colour palette
Materials vary but most units are clad in profile
metal with this material unit also forming the roof
covering. Brick plinths and some gables are seen.
These comprise modern stock bricks of various
colours and finishes. Roofs are generally set to a
very low pitch.

towards vehicular movement (often larger vehicles)
and the pedestrian is discouraged from using these
spaces, although there is provision for pedestrians
with pavements throughout. There is usually very
little connectivity to adjacent character areas.
Open space

With the exception of sub-area CA16a, there
are only incidental private green amenity spaces
Heritage Assets (including designations)
mostly relating to remnant land parcels left over
The quality of the public realm is adequate for the
from the laying out of car parks and turning areas
There is a former malt house to the south side
uses in the character area; vehicles dominate but
for articulated lorries. There is much vegetation
of Spring Gardens (CA16e). This imposing brick
there is mostly good provision for the pedestrian with
immediately adjacent to the sub-areas and defining,
building is set under two large unequal gabled
wide pavements mostly with grass verges and some
for the most part, the boundaries of the industrial
roofspans. This roof profile sits on the skyline in
street trees, particularly to sub-area CA16a. This
estates or factory complexes. Within the sub-areas
views into this sub-area. Windows are set into
diminishes to the feeder roads to units.
there are some trees, shrubs, hedgerows or planned
recessed blind arched panels to the east elevation.
planting. The exception to this is CA16d where there
Despite much alteration, this building still retains its
is immature planting to edges and roadside spaces
historic and architectural integrity and is of particular Connectivity
and newly planted trees and CA16a where some
local interest. The building has been partially
All of the sub-areas within the character area, with
landscaping is established and there is the survival
converted to offices and workshop space.
the exception of CA16d which has a through road,
of older broadleaf trees within and to the edges of
have poor access and connectivity with single entry
the sub-area.
and exit points. The uses are strongly orientated
Public Realm
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Figure 8.16.20; Colour palette
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There are often large open spaces around built form Ownership
but none could be considered public and it is largely
There is varied ownership throughout including the
used for parking or the storage of vehicles or other
larger local estates, Grantham and Buckminster,
large items.
private owners, investment companies, the local
authority and Lincolnshire County Council.
Biodiversity
To sub-area CA16d, there are grassed areas which
form part of the setting for the built form and
their car parking areas. These are usually planted
borders to grassed areas. There are some important
tree belts to the east of and forming the boundary
with CA16a.
Sub-areas CA16b, CA16e and CA16f abut the
railway corridor which is for the most part tree and
hedge-lined and an important haven for wildlife.
This is also the case for CA16c and CA16d which
share tree-lined borders to the west with the A1
transport corridor and in the case of CA16d to
the south a wooded area adjacent to the canal (in
CA05).
CA16g is immediately adjacent to agricultural
habitats.
Condition
The condition of the character area varies. Industrial
areas can often appear in poor condition as the
nature of the uses requires large spaces which
are often half empty and can appear abandoned
or neglected. There are a large number of open
spaces which could be considered in this way. There
is under-use of units to the sub-area CA16e and a
general poor quality to the public realm. There are
no derelict buildings or sites but much apparent
under-use and lack of investment generally. Many of
the units to sub-area CA16a are dated and coming
to the end of their design life.

Negative qualities of the area
• Much dead frontage to principal routes
• Single access and egress road and footpath
layouts
• Repetitive use of materials
• Some under-use of important sites
• Under-use of locally important historic buildings
Key Design Principles (general)
• Promote the use of varied materials for cladding
• Include colour variation in cladding materials
• Encourage structural planting to boundaries and
to parking areas
• Re-use (rather than demolish) and refurbish
(and in appropriate cases re-instate) traditional
buildings of local architectural and historic
importance
• Set active uses such as retail elements, offices to
the back of pavement so that they provide activity
and interest to the street scene
• Break up the massing of buildings with steeper
pitches and multiple gables rather than single
large spans
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Figure 8.16.21; Ellesmere Business Park

Intervention –including identification of potential
sites for change
•S
 ites need to be considered individually on their
merits however consideration should be given to
the holistic redevelopment of some sites which
are not suited or located correctly for industrial
development. This is particularly the case for
CA16a and CA16e.
• The London Road section of sub-area CA16e
is very poor in townscape terms with blank
frontages, buildings set back from the roadside in
car parks, level changes and weak landscaping.
This area requires a complete remodelling and in
the long term redevelopment to provide a more
active frontage onto London Road. In the short
term further tree planting and possible public
art commissions could enhance this stretch of
important roadside.

•T
 he British Telecom operational building to
the east side of London Road (CA16e) is
an important site and could be the catalyst
of complete regeneration of Inner Street. A
development brief for this site along with land
adjacent and the river side should be prepared.
This should include the potential for a new river
crossing.
Limits to Growth
Given the enclosed nature of these sites with either
development completely surrounding the sub-areas
or natural (the river/ protected natural habitats) or
man-made features (the railway and A1 transport
corridor) opportunities for growth in terms of
expansion are extremely constrained. There is
much opportunity for intensification of activity and
increasing the density of areas to provide smaller
more flexible business units and start-up business
spaces. This could create small employment
quarters to areas such as CA16e where there is
much under-use of land and buildings.
CA16a whilst well-established should not be
encouraged to grow further and if opportunities
arise businesses should be encouraged to move to
more accessible and purpose built spaces planned
as part of the southern expansion of the town.
This sub-area is in a highly sensitive landscape
and adjacent to established residential areas.
The throughput of traffic using this area is not
compatible with adjacent uses or the transport
infrastructure.
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